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Using macros to improve
translation efficiency
Jeremy Coombs

I

In modern society, the reason we can purchase
inexpensive manufactured items from clothing to
soda is that they are mass-produced to keep costs
low. Wherever possible, human labor has given
way to machines that perform work more quickly
and effectively. Theoretically, anyway, a machine
is able to perform the same task endlessly and
with identical results every time at a lower cost
than a human performing the same task.

Automation is not possible for every task we perform, however. Despite great progress in translation software, for example,
human input is still required to ensure accuracy, due to the
complex and subjective nature of language. Even in the translation industry, speed and accuracy are typically crucial, and one
is useless without the other. Obviously, completing translation
work quickly is worthless if the translation contains errors. On
the other hand, completing a painstakingly accurate translation
won’t do any good if it can’t be accomplished quickly.
Even something as complex as translation work can take
advantage of automation to make processes more effcient. Despite
the human knowledge required for some of the work, most large,
complex tasks we perform are composed of small, repetitive steps.
These small tasks don’t require actual human decision-making,
and while individually they take little time to complete, the effort
adds up. Implementing the proper automation strategy will allow
you to forgo the constant repetition of those tasks. This results in
cost reduction, predictability of quality and reduced errors.
The translation process, for example, often involves dealing
with a large number of fles, each of which needs to be properly
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named and organized as part of the project. By allowing the
computer to complete these small, routine tasks, the operator has
more time available for the translation work itself. One of the
best methods for automating tasks is the use of macros or scripts.
The idea of automating tasks with computers has been
around as long as computers themselves, which is unsurprising because computers were developed with task automation
in mind. But users soon discovered that computers aren’t just
good for automating complex numerical equations; their speed
makes them ideal tools for small, repetitive tasks. As home
computers became common in the 1980s, macros became popular as shortcuts for programmers, and then for average users.
A number of programs such as SmartKey were soon written to
help users create them.
There are several different types of macros. Keyboard and
mouse macros map a sequence of keystrokes and/or mouse
actions to an output sequence. As a result, you can perform
a lengthy series of operations multiple times very effciently.
They may be as simple as a shortcut key to save your work or
insert your name into a document.
Other macros offer functionality more closely related to
that of a stand-alone program. These may take advantage of
an application’s built-in macro-creation functionality, and may
involve scripting languages such as Visual Basic for Applications, which allows users to perform functions with most
Microsoft Offce products. There are also dedicated macro or
scripting applications which can perform independently within
the operating system or other applications to perform tasks
such as fle naming and organization or even controlling the
application itself.

Benefits and risks
The most obvious beneft of using automation tools is saving
time and money. Not only does the use of tools such as macros
mean an employee can spend more time performing skilled tasks,
but in many cases both tasks can be completed simultaneously,
meaning that you essentially get two workers for the cost of one
while the script is running. A recent study performed by MultiLing
showed that among one internal team, the consistent use of just
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Figure 1: A decision tree for when businesses are considering automation and the implementation path.
OTS stands for off the shelf, ME stands for Macro Express and AIT stands for AutoIt.

three of their various automation tools
results in annual savings of approximately $20,000. These macros perform
such tasks as creating .zip fles of project
deliverables, converting fles to formats
and encodings needed by developers and
even dialing the phone.
In addition to direct cost savings,
using automation realizes a number of
other benefts for companies. As people
perform the same tasks repeatedly, they
tend to pay less attention each time,
which inevitably results in mistakes
being made. However, when the task is
performed by the computer, the result is
equally accurate no matter how many
times it is performed. Computers will
never become bored with a task and
give it less attention. As a result, there
is a signifcantly reduced risk of human
error.
The predictability that a macro brings
to the result also facilitates the organization of fles, because each fle has
been modifed in the same manner. In
the case of spreadsheet data formatting,
for example, this means the resulting
data is ready to be processed without
concern regarding consistency. A zero
in the data will never be read as the letter o, and every cell will have the same
text layout. This predictability also has
the added beneft of producing data that
is accessible to additional macros, since
macros and scripts not only produce
predictable outputs, but require predictable inputs.
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Macros are easy to create, using the
many current macro-creation and scripting applications. They can be created by
any individual with a specifc need, unlike
a full software application that requires a
more extensive programming knowledge
to develop. Another advantage realized
through macro use is that the tasks they
complete can be scheduled to run at specifc times, such as every Friday. They can
also be programmed to operate in certain

conditions, such as when the number of
fles in a given directory reaches a certain
point or when a particular application is
launched. This saves additional time by
not requiring macros to be initiated every
time they are needed.
Unfortunately, macros have become
known for their potential for viruses,
namely those developed within the Microsoft Offce environment. Because the
macros execute functions automatically,
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they can be written in such a way as
to compromise the security of a system.
In the past, e-mail viruses are often
spread through the opening of attached
fles, which would then cause the macro
to execute and infect the recipient’s
system.
With current antivirus software,
however, there is little risk of infection
by a macro. In addition, these risks
relate to receiving an infected fle from
an outside source, rather than creating
one yourself or purchasing one from a
reputable vendor.
Another potential problem of automation comes from automation tools
that fail to deliver anticipated gains in
effciency. In most cases, however, this
can be addressed through proper strategic planning. A related issue is that
of over-dependence on a particular tool,
such as a macro, that is applied without
regard for the original intent of the
automation. In such cases, these tools
may be applied in unnecessary situations, which may actually reduce effciency. When automation tools become
obsolete or superfuous, organizations
should consider replacing them with
new, relevant automation solutions.

Using macros
The two most common macro development tools in use today for Windows-

based machines are Macro Express and
AutoIt. For a beginner, Macro Express
is the easiest to use, although it does
require a licensing fee to use beyond the
frst month. It allows the user to build
a macro using a large set of preprogrammed actions. Through its wizardlike interface, a novice can produce a
decent macro in minutes. AutoIt is free,
though less intuitive. It has a larger
range of actions and scripts that can be
used in building macros, which can then
be turned into executables that can easily be shared with anyone. Those familiar with C++ or a scripting language will
feel right at home with AutoIt.
Both applications offer signifcant
abilities to generate powerful and time
saving scripts. There are also many
off-the-shelf applications available that
provide macro-like functionality, though
limited in scope. For example, Bulk
Rename Utility is a simple yet extensive
application that allows for renaming
massive amounts of fles in a single click.
Such applications can be used standalone or in conjunction with other more
complex scripts to give the user signifcant automation fexibility.
To identify tasks to automate, evaluate your current business processes.
First, look for a task which is repeated
on a regular basis, and carefully document it and its constituent processes.
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Identify the potential benefts of automating the task. Next, identify potential
variables in the process. If the variables
are limited and conform to simple
parameters, you can begin to consider
the design for the macro itself.
Then consider if there is an off-theshelf solution for the issue. If so, consider the cost compared to the benefts
you will realize from the automation.
Also, determine whether you could
automate the process yourself, and how
the cost and reliability would compare
with the off-the-shelf solution. If you
decide to purchase or create the solution, carefully observe the results. Note
the benefts and determine whether it
would be advantageous to deploy the
solution to others within your business.
For example, within our organization, we identifed three automations
that were commonly used by a specifc
team. These three macros performed
tasks such as automating the encoding of software string tables, preparing
project deliverable archives and even
tasks as simple as opening fle explorer
to a specifed project location. After
evaluating the time spent on these
relevant tasks without the automation
used, we compared the same tasks and
their required time while automated.
The results showed a time savings that
equates to roughly $40,000 per year,
just for this one team of eight individuals. Considering this study focused on
just three automations of potentially
dozens and only within a single team,
it is clear the cost savings are abundant
when automations are effciently developed and deployed.
Figure 1 shows an example decision
tree for when businesses are considering automation and the implementation
path. Often when planning automations,
as with any technology, there should be a
cost-driven discussion of build versus buy.
Macros offer a simple, effective automation solution that can save you time
and therefore money in your offce.
These small, easy-to-create pieces of
software can be adapted to any number
of commonly performed tasks, from
simple functions within an application
to fle organization within the operating system. By evaluating business processes and applying automation where
possible, companies can save money,
experience fewer errors and enjoy
increased workplace effciency. M
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Against a background of blue skies and palm
trees, the 2012 American Translators Association
(ATA) Annual Conference was held October 24-27,
2012, in San Diego, California. Close to 1,700
translators from 45 countries attended the event.

“I attended my frst ATA conference in 1992, incidentally
also in San Diego, and 20 years later I see the translation profession has changed fundamentally from a cottage industry to
a collaborative effort enabled by modern technology,” said Jiri
Stejskal, ATA offcial spokesperson, past ATA president, and
current president and CEO of CETRA Language Solutions.
Stejskal noted that a new industry trend is refected in the
cooperation between the ATA and the Association for Machine
Translation in the Americas (AMTA). The two organizations
coordinated their conferences to facilitate face-to-face communication and exchange of information. This collaboration
speaks volumes about the growing importance and infuence
being paid to the machine translation (MT) movement, even
among individual translators. Even though MT has been heralded for decades as the next best thing, it fnally appears to be
gaining momentum, and organizations such as the aforementioned AMTA and TAUS are devoted to promoting the process.
As everyone in the translation and localization industry
knows, professional translators are the backbone and lifeblood
behind the scenes. By and large, translation is a solitary function and most translators work long hours for very exacting clients. Their observations and comments offer important insight
into the state of the industry.
The conference was an opportunity to speak with a few
translators to get their read on the marketplace and what they
see as the emerging, relevant trends. A specifc set of questions
was posed to all the translators. Of particular interest were their
observations on pricing and MT.
Sam Pinson is an English-to-Russian translator and ATA
member, living and working in Washington state. He works
with both agencies and direct clients, but is gaining more direct
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Translation trends: Interviews
from the ATA conference

clients. “At a high level,” he observed, “I see two approaches to
translation. The traditional approach is to employ a competent
human translator. A relatively new approach is to combine MT
with post-editing. Given the low barrier to entry, crowds of
inexperienced and/or incompetent translators and editors pile
into the feld every day. Some of them distinguish themselves
and within a year or two fnd themselves in a sustainable position. Others do not, because they lack language skills, writing
skills, specialized knowledge or some combination thereof. In
the past, these folks would subsist by translating at fabulously
low rates. However, with the advent of MT, I don’t think there
will be room left at the table for them.” To succeed in the industry in the not so distant future, one would either have to be a
gifted translator or a talented post-editor. As for the pricing
question, he himself had not experienced lower rate expectations as a major factor in his current business. “I’m contacted
regularly by potential clients who are at various points along
the pricing spectrum. By offering premium services, I’ve been
moving steadily toward the upper end of the spectrum.”
MT was another current topic about which Pinson expressed
some opinions. Like so many for so long, he expected amazing
results “in the next 20 years” and felt MT’s virtues were compelling. “It’s fast, inexpensive and never needs sleep. Its results are
also adequate for many purposes. But when it fails, it fails spectacularly and in ways that, as least in my experience, humans
would not. Everybody recognizes this, and that’s where the road
diverges. You can either engage an expert human translator
from the start, or you can hire a human editor to try to patch up
the holes in your machine-translated text. Of course, I clearly
have a pecuniary interest in the human/MT question. I would
prefer that clients hire me.”

Jeff Williams was the director of sales and
marketing at PTIGlobal and is a 14-year veteran
of the translation and localization industry.
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Alessandra Cortese de Bosis, an
Italian-to-English translator living
in Virginia, sees some defnite trends
in the marketplace. “A translator is a
communications offcer,” she said, “the
instrument that helps make or break a
relationship, be it business, social or
political. Sometimes, understanding
each other is hard even when we speak
the same language, so in today’s globalized world, with so many cultures trying
to communicate, I feel that translators
are instrumental as a means toward
understanding. Unfortunately, due to the
economy and the need to have it done
instantly, the quality, and therefore the
‘understandability,’ of most translations
has declined dramatically. But there are
still some institutions and organizations
for which quality is paramount, and it
shows.” She also said it’s important for
translators to stay globally competitive
and to market themselves. She characterized working with MT as “my least
favorite job.”
Regarding rates and pricing, de Bosis
observed, “Having to compete with
translators based in the European Union
and in Asia has certainly put some
pressure toward lowering fees. Unfortunately, I feel that a lot of the time, I am
competing with low quality translators
who are obviously willing to charge less
to get the job. I have been asked to edit
translations that were very poor quality,
and so take double the time to edit.”

Stefanie Mueller translates from German to English and works primarily for
agencies. She lives in Arizona and is a long
time ATA member. She mainly views the
ATA conference as a great place to meet
and mingle with her fellow translators, take
expert classes and seminars, and network.
“My role as a translator is to provide a
good translation that fows well and is a
correct rendition of the source text,” said
Mueller. “That job is easy, if there is a
simple source text that is to be rendered
in the target language. But in recent
times, I have come across the need to
engage a lot more in the ‘technical side’
of the translation business, for example
looking for tag errors in Trados fles that
are flled with formatting tags. These formatting tags create additional work for
the translator since most of the time you
have to move around the tags to refect
the target sentence structure — a cumbersome and time-consuming process
that most of the time is not compensated
for by the agency.”
She also mourns the loss of working with the editor. “Oftentimes, I, as a
translator, do not see the edited fle after
the editing step and thus do not receive
feedback from the editor,” Mueller said.
“And I also do not have the fnal say
in what changes should be accepted or
declined. I wish the practice of reviewing editor’s changes/suggestions could be
revived, as I think it would make a better
end-product.”

She fnds that pricing and rates play
a major role in the translation business.
“Many agencies are trying to lower
prices, either due to the fact that they
need to stay competitive (they say), or
that they want to keep a larger margin
for themselves. A time-consuming haggling war then ensues where the translator will try to work out the best rate for
herself or himself, and the agency will
try to take the lowest bidder. This haggling war always leaves me upset and
disappointed, because essentially the
translator is the one who carries the burden of the lower price and a disservice is
done to the entire industry by translators
trying to undercut each other.” Mueller
sees this constant battle as a detriment
but there are some exceptions, she
said. “There are some agencies that do
not haggle about price and that gladly
pay the requested price as well as any
applicable rush charges, and of course
those are the ones I love to work with,
partially because of the rate issue, partially because of their excellent project
management abilities.”
Mueller said she has not raised her
rates in over ten years, and has been
frequently asked by agencies to work for
less than her normal rate. “Sometimes I
agreed to that, sometimes I did not. What
this means (even if you leave accepting
work at a lower rate out of the equation)
is that I now have to work more than I
did before to maintain my standard of
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living, since the cost of living has gone
up, but not my rates. Sad but true.”
Globalization is also impacting the
translation industry with respect to rates,
in Mueller’s experience. “I have to compete with German translators who live in
a location where the cost of living is considerably lower than where I live. The difference between my rate and the rate that
some agencies sometimes request is huge
and most of the time there is no deal to
be made.” On the subject of MT, she noted
that “I was very frustrated with the few
MTs that I worked on. It required extensive
editing/rewriting. A good glossary would
serve a translator better than an MT, in my
opinion. I don’t accept it anymore.”
Finally, I asked the three translators
for their thoughts on the future of the
translation profession. While no one has a
crystal ball to forecast where the translation industry will be headed in the future,
translators experience a critical aspect of
the industry frsthand and thus have their
fngers on the pulse and plenty of personal
observations to share. Pinson felt that MT
would continue to improve and create a
winnowing process. “The human translators who remain will be deep experts in
their areas of specialization. I see translator tools becoming more stable, integrated
and language-specifc. Industry standards
will systematize the translation process.”
de Bosis also focused on MT, but felt
differently about the outcome. “I really
hope that the need to save money will
not result in overusing MT. Communication has always been a fundamental
element of civilization and in a globalized, multicultural world, it is critical.
MT is not yet able to deliver the whole
original concept and misunderstandings
may ensue. Translators are still a critical
element in global communication.”
Mueller was less optimistic than the
others. “Given the more than stagnant
development of the industry in the
past 15 or so years, I don’t have much
hope for any true improvement for the
fnancial aspect of the business. More
focus needs to be put on cooperation,
not isolationist work on the part of the
translator and editor.”
Conferences like the ATA and others that are focused exclusively on our
industry are an excellent way to gather
insights into the future facing all of us. I
always fnd it fascinating to interact with
other colleagues and trade stories and
experiences. M
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Online resources as a tool
for the technical translator
Igor Vesler

O

Over the past 15 years of precipitous growth,
the web-based depository of vast information and
documentation resources, accompanied by hundreds of search engines, has radically altered the
work of translators. While computer technology
changed the instrumental and operational aspects
of our profession, access to the web afforded limitless opportunities in terms of how to improve the
substantive content and quality of our end product.

Back in the 1980s and into the early 1990s, the common
public perception of a translator was that of a person sitting at
a typewriter surrounded by numerous dictionaries, handbooks
and other reference materials. Today, the translator’s desk has
become neat and clean. There is no need for heavy volumes
with handwritten notations, no dusty encyclopedias, and no
notepads or Xerox copies of terminology lists. Just a keyboard,
a mouse and a screen — and, literally, the world behind it.
These days, I look at my 1,200+ volumes of dictionaries collecting dust on the bookshelves with mixed feelings, probably the
same way an SUV driver looks at a horse-driven cart. Although
horse cart driving is a charming embodiment of centuries of
artisan cart design, horse handling and grooming, when it comes
to getting the job done, the SUV wins hands down. Similarly,
the use of traditional dictionaries has become quite limited in
the modern translator’s world, and the art of their compilation
has been replaced with terminology management technologies.
Because online terminology databases and documentary sources
are widely available, terminological guide compilation and validation take hours rather than months or years.

Igor Vesler is a freelance Russian and
Ukrainian legal and technical translator
and interpreter as well as an independent
consultant for Diken Research of New York.
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The ability of today’s translator to fully utilize the potential
of web-based resources is a critical factor in both the quality
and the speed of the translation process. Alas, as with any other
fast-growing technology, human skills lag behind in this regard.
For example, using a traditional dictionary only requires a
basic knowledge of the source alphabet, while searching online
sources in a meaningful manner presupposes sophisticated skills
in the area of compiling and fne-tuning search queries, as well
as handling the numerous resultant hits. Even more important
is the conceptual difference between using a dictionary, thesaurus or similar collection of terms, and working with the various
contexts in which a sought term occurs.
Any nonencyclopedic dictionary is essentially a collection
of terms taken out of context and arranged in some userfriendly order, such as alphabetically or by subject area. Except
for occasional scope and/or usage notes, an ordinary bilingual
dictionary provides no information on actual usage, in light of
the fact that the dictionary meaning of a term and its usage
may differ from one another (as they so often do). Furthermore,
in cases when a dictionary provides several target terms with
no scope information, it is incumbent upon the translator to
decide which term is the most appropriate one in the target
context — not an easy task without consulting other explanatory texts, whether an encyclopedic defnition or a paragraph
from some text in the target language, the subject, style and
documentary category of which are close to those of the source
document. Generally speaking, dictionaries, being collections
of terms taken out of context, provide insuffcient information
(or no information at all) on the actual usage of a term in a
specifc context. This is why one of the most prevalent translator errors consists of incorrect usage as a result of selecting the
wrong target term from a series of quasi-synonymic translations of a single source term provided in a dictionary.
This inadequacy becomes even more acute when a translator
encounters marginal terminology, such as exotic or rarely used
terms, which constitutes a major challenge to technical translation. As a timely example, while recently translating a document
pertaining to cables, I had to employ quite elaborate online search
techniques in order to fnd an exact Russian equivalent for the
English term Chinese fngers, since I could not fnd it in any
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Querying tool

Function

Value to the translator

Book search

Searching the full text
of books

Especially valuable when a citation from a
certain book appears in a source text that has
already been translated into the target language.

Cached links

Viewing a snapshot of
each page when indexed

Extremely helpful when a pertinent web page
is no longer available online.

Defnitions

Obtaining glossary
defnitions gathered from
various online sources

One of the most valuable translator resources,
which, in addition to several defnitions of a term,
provides reliable and verifed usage contexts.

File types

Searching within nonHTML fle formats

Greatly expands or focuses the scope of a
search by including PDF documents, PowerPoint
presentations and so on.

Images

Searching for relevant
images

Extremely helpful in acquiring relevant
images rather than text.

Phrase search

Finding exact wording or
an exact phrase

Matches only those documents that contain
the exact wording specifed in a user query,
such as "heat exchanger ensures uniformity
of process fow."

Product search

Finding a product for
sale online

Provides access to product descriptions in the
target (non-English) language(s).

Similar pages

Displaying pages that
pertain to a particular
search result

Expands the output to include more relevant
results.

Site search

Restricting a search to a
specifc site or domain

Focuses on a specifc website or domain for
the purpose of fnding all relevant documents.

they contain graphic materials (such as
schematics) that illustrate the design,
structure and performance of an invention
in detail.
Another example consists of translating, say, a certifcate of compliance.
Here, it is extremely helpful to review
certifcates of compliance that already
exist in the target language and country

Table 1: Some querying tools from the translator’s perspective.

traditional dictionary. A similar problem
arises with terms that have numerous
similar meanings, such as pin, rod and
so on. Choosing the correct target term
requires an extensive knowledge of both
the subject matter and the specifc design
or situation described in the text being
translated, which, unfortunately, is often
not the case.
This is precisely where online resources
combined with iterative search techniques
implemented by full-text search engines
come into play. From the translator’s
point of view, a full-text search engine
is an interface to a gigantic searchable
collection of texts and images containing terms and expressions in the target
language. Unlike special dictionaries as a
source of target terminology, a full-text
search engine responds to a user query
with real documents — samples of the
actual usage of a given term in a relevant
context, which is exactly what a translator needs. See Table 1 for some examples
of useful querying tools.
An images tool, for instance, is
extremely helpful to a translator when it
comes to getting an idea of the appearance, confguration, view or specifc
visual features of an object, as well as
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the respective terminology. See Figure
1 for an example of using the Rambler
images tool to get a schematic of a
nuclear reactor with the Russian names
of its major components.
Figure 2 shows the powerful Quintura
search engine (www.quintura.com), which
permits both web and image searches by
displaying the terms associated with the
search query.
The ability to search within a specifc website or domain (site search) is
important when it comes to ensuring
the correct choice of a target term for
a specifc country. As an example, the
English term affliate (a corporate entity)
is traditionally rendered differently in
Russia (аффилированное лицо) and
in Kazakhstan (связанная сторона),
although these two Russian terms are
considered to be quasisynonyms.
The translation of patents probably
serves as the best example of the concept of using existing documentation
as a target terminology source. Patent
translators commonly employ the simple
technique of identifying patents similar
to the one being translated, such as a
relevant cluster of patents from the same
subclass. In addition to terminology,

USA (East) salesuseast@net-translators.com
USA (West) salesusca@net-translators.com
Argentina salessoutham@net-translators.com
UK
saleseu@net-translators.com
Israel
salesil@net-translators.com
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Figure 1: Rambler.ru image search.

Figure 2: Quintera.com image search.

beforehand. This gives the translator a
clear idea of the applicable terminology,
style and document features.
Yet another example might be that
while translating a document on nuclear
reactor safety, the translator encounters an excerpt from an International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) regulation describing a certain requirement.
At this point, two scenarios are possible:
the translator either translates the text of
the excerpt and moves on, or attempts to
locate an offcial translation of this IAEA
regulation into the target language on
the web and takes the text of the excerpt
from it. If successful, the latter approach
not only guarantees the accurate and
verifable rendering of the source text
into the target language, but quite frequently makes the translator aware that
some of the terms or expressions already
present in the translated part of the document can be rendered more accurately
in conformance with the established
terminology and style, so the necessary
corrections can be made before proceeding with the rest of the translation.
Having before one’s eyes a document
in the target language that is as similar
as possible to the source document in all
respects not only improves the authenticity and quality of a translation, but
also saves the translator a lot of time.
Unfortunately, fnding such an exact
match is more the exception than the
rule. In reality, the scrupulous translator
has to deal with a number of reference
documents that he or she has found
on the web, each of which covers only
certain aspects of the source text. Such
reference materials come from various
sources, and therefore, their accuracy
and relevance vary. That is why the
translator should always have a clear
understanding of these parameters.

Multilingual and
corporate websites

Figure 3: Example of an original MSDS and its Russian equivalent found on a company website.
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Regardless of their affliations and
countries of origin, websites constitute the
primary source of bilingual and multilingual documentation, offering parallel texts
of documents in two or more languages.
It should be noted that a website interface
does not necessarily have to be bilingual
or allow browsing in two languages at the
same time. While search and access techniques, as well as document availability in
a desired language pair, may vary from site
to site, there is always a very good chance
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Ranking Parameter

Rank

Source

1

Treaties and multilateral agreements

8-10

8-10

6-8

2

International organizations and
trade associations

7-9

7-9

8-10

3

National legislation and government
sources

6-8

7-9

5-7

4

International standards

7-9

7-9

6-8

5

Scientifc and technical publications

6-8

5-7

5-7

6

Corporate sources

5-7

6-8

7-9

7

NGOs, public associations and
watchdog organizations

2-3

4-6

5-7

8

News agencies and media

2-3

3-5

6-8

9

Blogs, personal web pages and
professional forums

3-5

2-3

5-7

10

Auxiliary and secondary sources

2-4

2-4

4-6

Authority

Trustworthiness Availability

Table 2: Ranking of online terminology sources.

that the translator can locate an unknown
term or expression in the relevant context
in less than a dozen clicks.
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The national government agencies
of a given country sometimes replicate
English-language websites that are rel-

evant to their activities in the local language. For example, the Federal Atomic
Energy Agency of the Russian Federation (www.minatom.ru) has created
a Russian-language site (www.radwaste
.ru) that mirrors the English-language
website of the World Nuclear Association
on Radioactive Waste Management (www
.wna-waste-management.org).
An impressive collection of references to more than 170 multilingual
websites with parallel texts and sitespecifc search tips covering more than
50 broad subject areas is provided at web.
ticino.com/multilingual/Multilingual_
websites.htm.
Matching the language pair, however,
is not suffcient for a successful search.
Since the same word or expression may
be rendered differently in different targetlanguage contexts, it is equally important
to match the context: the document type,
style and other textual features.
The online documentation available
from corporate websites includes marketing
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agreements, covenants, fnal
acts, charters, protocols, pacts,
accords and constitutions of
RFID-чип
RFID chip
1,969
53,358
international organizations.
RFID-метка
RFID tag
1,980
23,838
Treaties and international or
multilateral agreements are,
RFID-паспорт RFID passport
556
4,559
as a rule, readily available
RFID-схема
RFID circuit
236
922
online from multiple websites
in two or more languages.
Table 3: Ranking terms by occurrence.
Since documentation of this
documents and customer documentation,
type normally takes precedence over
such as manuals, instructions, handbooks,
domestic legislation, it is especially useful
guides and datasheets. Figure 3 shows
when translating documents in the areas
an original material safety data sheet
of international affairs and commercial
(MSDS) and its Russian equivalent found
transactions. A major online resource
on a company website, where the same
is Oceana (www.oceanalaw.com), which
MSDS is also available in numerous other
boasts more than 15,000 treaties and
languages. Translators may also fnd
international agreements, including tax
administrative documentation as well as
treaties. However, United Nations (UN)
annual reports and flings.
and international organization websites
From the translator’s perspective,
are the primary sources for the translathere are three categories of major industor, since they provide the full texts of
try player websites that can be used as
offcial multilingual versions of treaties
documentation sources: the multilingual
and related documents. In addition to
websites of national companies in the
legal terminology and proper style, these
source-language country; the target-landocuments normally include the followguage websites of international companies
ing helpful components:
■■A terms and defnitions section.
with an established presence in the targetFrom the translator’s perspective, this is
language country; and national company
the most valuable part of any treaty or
websites in the target-language country.
multilateral agreement, since it contains
Other online sources include nonterminological information that has been
governmental organizations (NGOs),
agreed upon by two or more member
public associations and watchdog orgastates and that is provided in two or
nizations. Secondary sources include
more languages. Thus sanctifed, such
journals of abstracts and web link
terms are a sure bet (see, for example, the
collections such as www.yurkevich.ru,
defnitions section in the parallel texts of
which contains an impressive collection
the model international contracts — the
of links to Russian civil engineering and
English and Russian versions — on the
construction websites.
Russian website www.miripravo.ru)
However, not all online resources are
■■Schedules and appendices containcreated equal. Table 2 presents an empiriing factual information
cal 1-to-10 scale ranking of online sources
■■Technical data, material safety data
based on the author’s translation experisheets and so on
ence in the nuclear power, aerospace, oil
More detailed information and docuand gas industries. Authority refers to the
mentation concerning treaties is available
legitimacy of a source, its standing and/or
from the multilingual websites that supits ability to position itself as a touchstone
port such treaties. In addition to the UN
of standard terminology. Trustworthiwebsite, a good example is the website
ness refers to the authenticity, credibility,
of the Organization for the Prohibition
dependability and conformability of the
of Chemical Weapons (www.opcw.org),
terminology provided in the source. Availwhich provides references to documents
ability refers to the online presence of a
in fve languages.
specifc source and the degree of effort
required to locate it on the web.

Russian target Back translation Sites
term
to English
found

Treaties and
international agreements
For search purposes, treaties can be
referred to by a number of different names:
international conventions, multilateral
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Documents
found

International and professional
organization documentation

In common usage, the term international organization is usually reserved for
intergovernmental organizations (IGOs)
such as the UN, the European Union, the

Council of Europe or the World Trade
Organization, in which sovereign states
or other IGOs are members. Not only
are their documents published online in
several languages, their activities include
the formulation and implementation of
regulatory and reference materials concurred with and approved by the member
states, which represent a reliable source of
terminology.
One such example is the IAEA (www.
iaea.org), an organization inside the UN
system and a leading publisher in the
nuclear feld. In addition to key international conventions and agreements, IAEA
publications include international guides,
codes and standards aimed at establishing
and promoting internationally recognized
principles of nuclear safety, radiation protection, radioactive waste management,
the transport of radioactive materials, the
safety of nuclear fuel cycle facilities and
quality assurance — for example, the Code
of Conduct on the Safety and Security of
Radioactive Sources, which is offered in
Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian
and Spanish. Another source of parallel
texts is provided by the IAEA Fact Sheets
(www.iaea.org/Publications/Factsheets/
index.html), which make available, among
other things, numerous documents in English, French, Russian and Spanish.

International standards
International standards are formulated
by international organizations such as
the International Organization for Standardization; the International Electrotechnical Commission; the International
Telecommunication Union; the British
Standards Institution; the American Society for Testing and Materials; and so on,
and are available for consideration and
use worldwide. The adoption of international standards results in the creation
of equivalent national standards that are
substantially the same as their international counterparts as far as technical
content, and that seek to eliminate differences in the technical regulations and
standards independently and separately
formulated by each nation, national
standards organization or industry.

National legislation
and government sources
National legislation (legislative and
regulatory acts) and national standards are
highly authoritative terminology sources,
especially when the intended recipient of
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the translated document is a governmental
agency of the target country. Similar to
international agreements and standards,
legislative acts establish core terminology
within their respective subject areas. It
should be noted that in legal translation, a
legislative act is the terminology source of
highest authority, with very few exceptions.
National government agencies and
authorities, and the documentation available from their websites, constitute another
reliable terminology source. In Russia and
the Ukraine, many ministries and agencies,
especially those involved in international
programs — for example, the Russian
Munitions Agency (http://munition.gov.ru/
index.html) — maintain English-language
versions of their websites and respective
documents. Others provide various examples of documentation such as certifcates
of compliance and HAZMAT regulations in
mining, nuclear and other industries.

and technical reports; policy papers; and
literature reviews. However, as sources
of terminology, their reliability varies.
For instance, professional journals differ
from trade publications, which usually
do not include in-depth research articles,
while scholarly journals tend to be refereed publications and can be regarded
as more authoritative than magazines.
Surveys of published research or literature reviews on a particular topic or in
a particular subject area provide a quick
overview of the state of the art in a given
feld. For the translator, they constitute
a source of well-established terminology and knowledge. Trade publications
are industry-specifc documents (in the
felds of civil engineering, aviation and
so on) that are available from a variety of
trade associations and business groups,
such as the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, the Society for
Technical Communications, the Materials
Research Society and many others. These
organizational publications in the target
country and/or the target language, if
and when available, are highly reliable
terminology sources.

Scientific and
technical publications
Scientifc and technical publications
include professional and trade journal
articles; newsletters; annual, statistical
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Validating the terminology
For translation purposes, verifcation
can be defned as the process of ensuring that a target term is an accepted term
of art within a relevant subject area and
document type, while the purpose of
validation is to ensure that a target term
is an accurate equivalent of a source term
in the context of the document being
translated. In addition to matching the
document type during an online search,
search statistics — the number of web
pages or documents found — serve as the
most reliable tool as far as preferred usage
(especially for multiword phrases). By way
of an example, Table 3 shows the search
statistics for the English acronym RFID
using Rambler, a Russian search engine.
Neither the internet in general nor
any search engine in particular is magic.
The translator should always bear
in mind that search engine output is
counted in occurrences rather than terms
as such. It is the translator who verifes
and validates the terms by ranking them
as a function of their sources, and who
selects the target term from the most
trusted source in the target language. M
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